
Leadership is 
a journey, one 

that needs to be 
constantly built 

on, improved, 
changed and 

forever evolving 
- there is no final 

destination. 

Agility and a Limitless Mindset are now the new leadership black. Leadership today requires 
you to go wide, deep, and wide again. It requires you to have a clear picture of the future and 
to be highly responsive to the climate and culture you are in right now. Leadership needs to be 
adaptive and resistant so you make measurable progress towards a shared dream and vision.

Leadership agility is the ability to apply many and varied leadership styles to fast paced, ever 
changing environments. It’s the ability to read a room, shift a team, understand a person and 
make meaningful connections that move the mission forward. A bursting mindset is required to 
embrace change and satisfy intellectual (logic) and emotional (heart) needs.

We find that by shifting mindset and applying new ways of thinking and tools we elevate many 
executives from below the line, in this model, to above the line, where they become leaders of 
teams, leaders of leaders and leaders of industry.

Become a LIMITLESS leader of teams, leader of leaders and leader of industry.

Working with thousands of executives and teams over the last 15 years we find that many 
encounter the following challenges: 

• They are time poor and skill stretched 
• Preparing for a future that may or may 

not exist that needs focus 
• Setting a benchmark and challenging the 

status quo
• A mindset that can become stifled 
• They want to work “on” their team and 

not just “in” their team 
• They need to resolve the unresolved 

people problems and deal with change

Accelerating mindset, collaboration and leadership to 
take performance and results to the next level!

A 12-month transformation program where like-minded leaders within your business grow 
together in real time within openly facilitated regular forums in a learn-and-do environment

Limitless LeadersTM

ACCELERATION  PROGRAM

• Lack influencing skills to get buy in 
• They are transitioning from a management 

mindset to a leadership mindset 
• They want to increase their coaching and 

mentoring capability 
• Succession planning 
• A need to become more agile and co-

creative 
• They need to increase overall level of 

leadership and results 

Shifts the overwhelm 
of a management 

mindset to a clearer 
more focused 

leadership mindset

Prepares leaders for 
a future that may be 

uncertain

Develops leaders who 
are agile problem 

solvers

Equips leaders to be 
able to navigate the 

subjective challenges of 
leadership



It’s rare that you come across standout talent like Renée. 
I was in awe of Renée’s ability to command a room and get 
people on board with ideas on easy to use coaching and leadership 
models. Her energy and passion was so inspiring and engaging. Talk about 
motivating. As a trainer, coach, mentor, leader and facilitator Renée earns my 
highest recommendation.

Rachel – GM

RENÉE GIARRUSSO

Renée Giarrusso is an accomplished speaker, author, facilitator, trainer and coach who works 
with leaders, organisations and teams to level up in areas such as communication, leadership 
and motivational mapping. She founded RG Dynamics 11 years ago after and with over 18 years 
experience as a leader and working with leaders she has worked across 24 industries including 
Telecommunications, Fast Moving Consumer Goods, Professional services, Consumer Durables, 
Government (job services), automotive, electronics and many more. 

She is obsessed with working with individuals and their teams to fulfil their potential which results in 
increased performance and success. She passionately helps individuals achieve their goals and 
believes everyone is limitless in their ability to achieve. Her expertise in growing and developing 
capability and behavioural change around leadership, communication, coaching, presentation skills 
and sales effectiveness leave her clients inspired, re-energised and with improved results. 

Renée’s clients appreciate her flair and passion and commitment to getting results. Along with her 
highly developed skills in the area of learning reinforcement back on the job, she has the experience 
and understanding of what it takes to lead a high performing team. 

Renée published Limitless Leadership in 2017, was featured in the anthology Leaders of Influence in 
2018, and her third book is currently underway. 

Contact us for more information at 
admin@renéegiarrusso.com or www.renéegiarrusso.com

In the Limitless Leaders Acceleration Program, we take you on a journey where we 
collaborate as an open group of like-minded leaders working on real problems in real 
time. Through diagnostic tools, workshops, group mentoring and one-on-one coaching, 
we work through the challenges around mindset, focus and communication and assist 
skill stretched, time poor leaders to become more agile problem solvers and lead 
effectively and successfully through the subjective challenges of leadership. 

Over 12 months with regular immersions in an openly facilitated forum where the group 
is mentored and guided through the key leadership enablers. It takes place within a 
‘learn and do’ environment. We help solve real time leadership problems in the room 
with the people experiencing these problems in real life. We look at the unresolved 
people problems, the challenges that won’t go away and the competencies needed 
to lead self, teams and organisations. By addressing these challenges head on leaders 
can solve the unresolved and challenging people problems and take their teams and 
organisational culture to being Limitless. 

HOW IT WORKS

• Limitless Leadership Diagnostic
• Individual Insight questionnaire

• 4 x group mentoring sessions

• 4 x 1 day quarterly Mastermind 
workshops (face to face)

•  4 x 1:1 Coaching & Mentoring 
sessions

• Strengthscope profile 
• iWAM motivation tool

Pre-Program Analysis

Group Mentoring 

Workshops

Coaching


